
TELEMUNDO OF PUERTO RICO, INC. 
TOPICS AND PROGRAMS REPORT 

FILED OCTOBER 10, 2010 
 
 
 
I.  Topics. The following topics are included in this report, which shows coverage for 

the quarter that extends from July to September, 2010.  
 
        

• Government 
• War  
• Economy/Consumer Interest  
• Education 
• Health Care/Medicine  
• Environment and Science    
• Religion and Social Issues 

  
  
These topics are addressed at the two daily editions of TELENOTICIAS at 5:00 p.m., 
and 10:30 p.m.  
 
The afternoon newscast includes special segments like “NUESTRA GENTE” (“Our 
People”) dealing with people in need or those who have become role models by 
overcoming obstacles; “UNA DOSIS DE SALUD” (“A Dose of Health”) about Medicine 
and Health Care issues; and “AL RESCATE DE NUESTRO PLANETA” (“To The 
Rescue of Our Planet”) concerning the environment. 
 
II. Others.  Telemundo airs special programs and takes part in social and cultural 
activities for public benefit.   
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GOVERNMENT 
 
DATE           DESCRIPTION 
 
 
7/1 The minority parties demandes the dismissal of Superintendent of Police,  
 José Figueroa Sancha, blamed Governor for the incidents of the Capitol,  
 while ensuring the Constitution is trampled  
7/1 After making a call for nonviolence, Governor Luis Fortuño acknowledged 
 that the police response to demostrations can improve 
7/1 Citizens Assembly is held at the College of Lawyers to discuss the clashes 
 between police and protesters on Capitol Hill  
7/1 The ex-police Superintendent Miguel Pereira, objected the work of the  
 private security company in the Senate and police actions during the riot 
7/2 The division in the PNP concerning the use of excessive force by police 
 during the Capitol mutiny appears to be extreme 
7/2 Leaders of various political ideologies arrived to The Ateneo to offer  
 condolences to the families of the nationalist leader Lolita Lebrón 
7/5 Representative June Rivera Ortega filed today his candidacy for the 
 Vice Presidency of PNP 
7/5 The representative of PPD Charlie Hernández filed a complaint with the 
 police of PR against various officials who spoke with the demonstrators 
 on June 30 at the Capitol 
7/6 A new protest against the government of Luis Fortuño during the opening 
 ceremony of the games Mayaguez 2010 was announced by the Frente  
 Amplio de Lucha Solidaridad and comprising different unions 
7/7 Begin in the Law School the hearings on violent events in the Capitol 
7/8 Senate President Thomas Rivera Schatz defended the purchase of a 
 building adjacent to the Senate at a cost of $6 million in which the ex- 
 governor Carlos Romero Barceló acted as broker 
7/8 Mayor of Mayaguez attacked those who were against the Government 
 of Luis Fortuño in Mayaguez 2010 Central American Games. 
7/8 A judge of the Judicial Center of Caguas found that there is cause for  
 arrest for 14 counts of lewd acts to Cidra Major, Angel Malavé. 
7/8 Open the stands to the public for the first time since the riot that broke 
 out last week on Capitol Hill 
7/8 The Supreme Court assumed jurisdiction in the lawsuit this afternoon filed 
 by Senator Eduardo Bhatia against the Senate President Thomas Rivera 
 Schatz for restricting access to journalists and citizens to the Senate floor 
7/19 Governor Luis Fortuño said that for every $100 the average Puerto Rican, 
 have to pay $12 by way of the electrical energy used 
7/19 The Governor seemed to downplay the various sectors march held yester- 
 day joining thousands of citizens 
7/20 The fear that someone might steal the primary for mayor in Caguas, was 
 a candidate to demand that school officials are from Caguas 
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7/26 The Secretary of DTOP attributed to the innaction of previous administra- 
 tions ruled the deterioration of the country’s road network 
7/27 The government is reportedly investing $65,000 in the rehabilitation of 
 the museum and gardens of Casa Blanca 
7/27 In an election year marks a great time, but today the birth of Jose Celso 
 Barbosa was performed modestly 
8/2 The Governor signed the Law of Incentives for Economic Development  
 and Tourism, and also announced several initiatives to benefit the island 
 of Vieques 
8/2 The Justice Department found that there is sufficient cause for conclude 
 that there was a crime commission in the case referred by the President of 
 the PPD against Conny Varela 
8/3 The representative Conny Varela is confident he will triumph in the 
 primaries next Sunday as Mayor of Caguas 
8/4 Governor Luis Fortuño denied that nomination of Judge Edgardo Rivera 
 as an Associate Justice of Supreme Court is part of a barter for the  
 Senate to approve his designated Secretary of Education 
8/4 The governor hopes that through regular meetings with teachers’ leaders 
 are to address effectively the needs of schools 
8/4 Second part of the interview with William Miranda Torrers, son of former 
 Mayor of Caguas and candidate in the elections  
8/4 The Aqueduct and Sewer Authority will initiate any legal action against 
 the municipality of Vega Baja due to discharge of wastewater to Caño Los 
 Naranjos causing flooding in three communities in the city 
8/5 Former Secretary of State Harry Vega decided to run against William  
 Miranda Torres and Conny Varela in the special edition of Caguas and 
 Indicating that it could win elections 
8/6 Senators Lorna soto and Héctor Martínez, presented llegislation that  
 would cover the high costs of maintenance and repair of vessels that 
 carry tourists and residents of the two Municipality Islands 
8/6 With the traditional march of the torches, the representative Conny Varela 
 held his final campaign 
8/6 The participation of voters from other parties might favor or adversely 
 affect Conny Varela’s aspiration to become the successor of William  
 Miranda Marín 
8/9 The spokesperson of the Democratic majority in the US House of  
 Representatives declined to answer whether or not Congress is committed 
 To supporting statehood for PR if the people request it in a query 
8/9 The Senate confirmed this afternoon Edgardo Rivera, appointed as 
 Judge of the Supreme Court 
8/9 Willliam Miranda Torres, who won by a very large margin the internal  
 party elections to replace his father as Major of Caguas, may not occupy 
 the chair until the end of the certification process.  
8/10 The Senate began the assessment of the Secretary of Education Jesús 
 Rivera Sánchez 
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8/13 The hearing to dismiss charges against former Mayor Wilson Soto was 
 cancelled for the second time due to health problems of the defense  
 attorney 
8/13 No agreement was reached with the Navy for the transfer of water,  
 electricity and other utilities in the former Roosevelt Roads Naval Base in 
 Ceiba 
8/16 Just hours after the Governing Board decide how to respond to PPD  
 ideological differences of the party, causing a frontal attack from both 
 sides of nationalists leaders by public disclosure of the so-called Pact of 
 the Future 
8/17 The PPD governorship Board met this afternoon to discuss, among  
 discuss, among others issues, the so-called Pact for the Future  
8/20 Provokes a debate among statisticians and populars approval of a 
 Special Commission to investigate allegations of domestic violence and 
 Drug use by a minority legislator. 
8/23 Vieques community leaders said they will create a fron to oppose the  
 construction of a bridge between City Island and the Big Island 
8/24 An announcement of the PPD in which parody the Governor Luis Fortuño 
 governance and management in 18 months, was defended by the  
 resident of PPD 
8/25 The Special Independent Prosecutor panel confirmed it has started  
 investigating the case, the Representative Luis Farinacci 
8/30 All government agencies remain represented in the Office for Emergency 
 Management alert to any change in Hurricane Earl 
8/31 Questioned the government’s response to the emergence of Earl, the  
 governor blames the National Weather Service 
9/1 Overwhelmed by the dissatisfaction of subscribers for the breakdown is 
 not met, the Director of PREPA generation blames the previous adminis- 
 tration for the deterioration in the power system 
9/6 Less than half ot ist constitutional mandate, Governor Luis Fortuño has 
 begun the practice of limiting press coverage declining to anser reporters 
 questions in his public appearances 
9/6 The PPD sought to verify the accuracy of documents submitted by the 
 appointed Minister of Education, as part of the conditions for confirmation 
9/7 In a preliminary hearing this afternoon on appeal found case for trial  
 against former PNP Senator Jorge De Castro Font on 12 charges of  
 bribery 
9/8 Two members of the Special Independent Prosecutor panel resigned 
 today amid allegations of misconduct 
9/10 Background of the life of Juan mari Bras, independence leader who died, 
 considered by many as an eternal optimist 
9/10 A month after his election in a primary election, William Miranda Torres,  
 was sworn tonight as Mayor of Caguas 
9/13 The PR Government will not dismiss staff of the Office of the Prosecutor 
 of the Elderly 
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9/15 Nine political cartoons referring to the Governor Luis Fortuño and other  
 politicians were censored by the President of the CEE 
9/18 PNP Senator Héctor Martínez and Juan Bravo asked the Court to dismiss 
 all charges against them arguing that the charges are prescribed, poorly 
 madeor illfounded 
9/20 Governor Luis Fortuño justified the establishment of a park solar energy 
 production in areas of the Municipality of Yabucoa 
9/22  The representatives say they are willing to submit to unannounced 
  doping test 
9/22 Hundred of workers of the UIA marched to the Capitol for the cessation  
 os the private public partnerships and that the corporation recognizes 
 the collective agreement with the union 
9/24 Lares Mayor filed a complaint for vandalism to the City Hall and shops 
 in the city after the commemoration of the Grito de Lares 
9/24 A bill in the Senate has created controversy about assisted pregnancy 
 and reproduction.  
9/28 Just 24 hours for it lies government corruption charges, the mayor of  
 Vega Baja, Edgar Santana is gone  
9/29 The Superintendent José Figueroa Sancha welcomed the appointment of 
 former Supreme Court Judge as monitor of the agency and made avail- 
 able the resources of the force 
9/29 Field corruption charges against the mayor of Vega Baja 
9/30 Former Governor Sila Calderón called on political leaders to listen to the 
 people, as part of her defense of the Special Communities 
9/30 Barceloneta Mayor evade justice again to acquiese to comply with a court 
 order facing contempt 
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WAR 
 
DATE        DESCRIPTION 
 
8/4 During toninght and tomorrow go back to PR 67 reservists who had stayed 
 during a year in Iraq 
8/25 The Puerto Rican soldier killed in Afghanistan is considered by his family 
 a hero 
8/31 Reach to PR 36 Puerto Rican reservists from Iraq 
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EDUCATION 
 
DATE       DESCRIPTION 
 
7/6 Teachers Federation of PR invited the acting Secetary of Education and 
  Governor Luis Fortuño to desist from further violating the rights of  

Teachers 
7/6  After nearly two months in strike, class resumes tomorrow at the UPR, 
  Río Piedras Campus 
7/6  The UPR attributed to the student strike had lost elegibility for federal 
  financial aid programs 
7/13  Presented the preliminary report on the violent incidents at the Capitol 
  on June 30 
7/21  As the new academic year, 9 public school teachers will start taught  
  science classes in a different way after participating in an internship at 
  the Primate Center of the RCM of the UPR 
7/22  Today there was a manifestation in Río Piedras Campus of the UPR 
  to possible sanctions against three students who participated in the  
  strike 
7/29  No property Secretary of Edcuation, schools are not able to receive 
  students and teachers face problems, with their appointments and 
  checks, for these reasons the teachers could make a strike to start 
  schools, an event that the governor says is wrong be 
7/30  By a large majority the Federation of Teachers approved a 24-hour  
  strike to be held during the month of August 
7/30  The Governor said that the public is almost 100 percent ready for the  
  start of classes, including the appointment of a Secretary of Education 
  in property 
8/2 Start the new scholar year with vows to strike and strike notices 
8/2  Again is anticipating a crisis at the start of classes because of staff 
  shortages due to massive layoffs, deterioration of physical plant and the  
  dismantling of the Office for Public School Improvement 
8/3  Just hours to the start of classes in public schools, met with the governor 
  appointed Secretary of Education and teachers’ leaders. 
8/3  The closure of 66 schools for consolidation or modernization works may  
  cause security problemas among school communities 
8/4  At the start of classes the Citizens Attorney’s Office found in appalling 
  conditions the pshysical plant of the schools visited, in addition to  
  numerous complaints from parents and theachers 
8/5  The Federation of Teachers announced a strike later this month alleging 
  that the start of classes in the public system has been a disaster 
8/10  Parents of elementary school students of the UPR held a meeting in the 
  wake of reports about the effect of budget cuts by the rector 
8/10  The lack of teachers threatens the education of our children in a school 
  of Loíza 
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8/11  It is still uncertain confirmation appointed Secretary of Education Jesús 
  Rivera Sánchez 
8/12  The teachers’ strike is going, despite the threat of the nominee barred  
  secretary of education to teachers in the confirmation hearing 
8/16  Senate President Thomas Rivera Schatz described the appointed 
  Secretary of Education Jesús Rivera Sánchez as lacking of leadership 
  And commitment, and lacked the necessary votes to be confirmed 
8/18  Federal authorities raided several campuses of Universal Career Commu- 
  nity College as part of an investigation for alleged fraud pell grants 
8/19  Problems with the special education program is one of the biggest hurdles 
  facing the confirmation of the designated Secretary of Education, Jesús 
  Rivera  
8/19  The lack of servcices for students participating in Special Education  
  Program may have been the reason for the dismissal of the Assistant 
  Secretary for Special Education Agency  
8/23  Teacher’s organizations do not rule a strike as early as September if the 
  government does not meet their demands 
8/23  Due to the severe lack of teachers in schools, students missess their  

classess 
8/24  Parents and students from several campuses staged a demonstration 
  against the Department of Education with the intention that the Secretary 

responds to their claims. 
8/24  The rains of yesterday kept partially under water several specialized areas 
  of the School of Fine Arts, Pablo Casals, in Bayamón. 
8/25  The imact force is active, but not deployed during the strike calle dby the 
  Federation of Teachers 
8/26  Secretary of Education described as devastating the theachers strike of 
  today 
8/26  Teachers responded today to the 24-hour strike called by teachers’ 
  organizations disrupting classes in most schools 
8/26  The Federation of Teachers approved a strike vote at its September 
  meeting, as revealed by the President 
9/1  Governor Luis Fortuño announced a working plan to totally change the  
  controversial special education program in the public schools of the  
  country  
9/1  confirmation of the nominated secretary of education still pending 
9/7  The school community Ramón Quiñones Medina moved this morning 
  to address the Department of Education to denounce the lack of  
  teachers and overcrowding of students 
9/7  The chances of Senate confirmation to the Secretary of Education  
  increased significantly by judgment of the statements of the President of 
  the Senate 
9/8  The new Secretary of Education may be confirmed by the Senate next 
  Monday 
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9/9  The President of the UPR asked police to investigate the source of about 
  misleading advertisements published in the Island and in New York 
  seeking to tarnish the image of the institution 
9/10  The concierges are the least gain in the education department and had to  
  give up rights acquired to keep their jobs before the layoffs of Law 7 
9/13  The Student Council of the UPR was evaluated candidates to the  

governing board of the institution 
9/13  Senator Kimee Rashkee, President of the Senate Education Committee, 
  is not convinced that Jesús Rivera Sánchez is the best candidate for the 
  job 
9/15  Jesús Rivera Sánchez is confirmed as the new Secretary of Education  
9/16  The New Secretary of Education is willing to face a process of inquiry 
  in the Senate 
9/16  The possible relolcation of teachers led a protest in Pedro Casablanca 
  School in Bayamón 
9/17  The new Secretary of Education devoted its first day property as a  
  secretary to visit schools where they denied having plans to sell closed 
  campuses to private companies 
9/18  Parents and students Evaristo Rivera Chevremont Elementary School  
  in Río Piedras protest to denounce the lack of teachers, social workers 
  and a librarian  
9/18  The union claims that Puerto Rican workers with new federal education 
  funds are re-hire janitors and administrators for schools in the country  
9/21  Hundreds of students marched today in the UPR in what is considered  
  first mass activity since the end of the strike 
9/24  The Teachers Federation has called for dialogue to avert a teacher’s  
  strike before ends the school semester 
9/24 The Federal Chamber President, Nancy Pelosi, favored the extension of 

voting rights to Resident Commissioner, at a fortum of government  
officials that culmined a weekend fundraising campaign 

9/27 Senate President Thomas Rivera Schatz meets this afternoon with  
 several union leaders to discuss Labor Reform 
9/27 Governor Luis Fortuño said that with the appointment of former Supreme 
 Court Judge, Efraín Rivera Pérez, to evaluate the performance of police 
 Is not inteded to detract powers for the Superintendent Figueroa Sancha 
9/28 An approach to drug addiction health aide would be endorsed by the  
 Senate with the approval of a bill for the integration of services in the drug 
 Medication  
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HEALTH CARE/MEDICINE 
 
DATE        DESCRIPTION 
 
7/1 For some sectors, the use of pepper spray and tear gas during the  
 incidents at the Capitol, have raised questions about the health effects  
 and what is the best way to neutralize the reaction they cause in the body 
7/5 A woman of 37 years old became the third victim of dengue in the year so  
 far 
7/7  Growth hormone is a protein produced by the pituitary gland and for more 
  than a decade is attributed to anti-aging effects 
7/8  Another death reported today because of DHF, becoming the fourth  

recorded so far this year 
7/9  The use of flip-flops may threaten the health of those it serves 
7/13  For the past 5 years the combination of traditional medicine with alterna- 
  tive medicine by Dr. Mildred Díaz in infertile women so far has resulted 
  in the procreation of  multiple pregnancies 
7/16  The Department of Health confirmed a fifth death due to dengue 
7/19  The harmony between mind, body and spirit is essential for women to 
  achieve procreation 
7/20  The monkey may have dengue and are used as models in research  
  aimed at finding a vaccine and treatment against the virus 
7/27  A recently study shows that physicial abuse in children influences the 
  development of heart disease 
7/28  More than a dozen cases of dengue have been reported in a community 
  where residents of Arecibo argue that the increase in the incidence of this 
  disease is the responsibility of local government, which reportedly has  
  forgotten the community 
7/29  Experts recommend that if a person does not know give mouth to mouth 
  respiration after an emergency, do not do it. 
8/2  The Secretary of Health does not rule out that the dengue epidemic is 
  declared pandemic at the picture from many countries with epidemics  
  out of season 
8/3  The possibility that all your information goes to an electronic medical 
  records could be a reality for the 2015 was announced  
8/4  The metronome is a device used to tune musical instruments, but its 
  funcitions can help to obtain better health and wellness 
8/5  Night Generation are the folks that spend the night awake in front of 
  their computers and video games could see affected cognitive functions 
8/6  The digestive process can be lessened if the person enters into the 
  water immediately after eating 
8/6  The increase in cases of premature sexual development in girls as early 
  as seven years is a serious public health problem 
8/11  Will be held in Puerto Rico the Caribbean Congress of Anti-Aging Inte- 
  grative Medicine and the American Academy of Antiaging Medicine 
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8/11  Experts in health announces new technology for the early detection of 
  autism 
8/12  A new study reveals  more cases of anorexia or bulimia in men than 
  in women 
8/13  Experts have found that sex has great benefits for your healht in 
  general 
8/13  A report states that the use of Botox in young people is truly amazing 
8/14  Department of health today confirmed the seventh death from dengue 
8/16  A new study of the National Institutes of Health found that stress and 
  anxiety can be one of the major factors to not get pregnant; researchers 
  say people can try with relaxation techniques like yoga and massage 
  therapy 
8/16 At the annual conference of sports medical studies, studies say that in 
 addition to combat excess weight, depression and heart disease, exercise 
 helps to calm the mood in people 
8/16 The FDA approved a new morning after pill 
8/16 Triple S Insurance and PMC were left out of the negotiation process to 
 join the government plan “My Health”. 
8/18 Electroneuromedular therapy and its benefits to bring the body to better 
 advantage in anti-aging therapies 
8/19 A study conducted for seven years in Norway found that woumen who 
 drank wine in moderation, they managed to score higher on tests of  
 knowledge than occasional drinkers  
8/20 Doctors said the lice have developed resistance to drugs sold in  
 pharmacies, but a remedy that never fails is to put olive oil on the hair  
 and brush it up to remove the eggs. 
8/23 In progress amendments to Bill of Rights Patient Administration promotes 
 Fortuño, patients on health reform may go to any gynecologist without  
 Referral from their primary pysician  
8/25 The US is carrying out a treatment to reduce wrinkles using human blood 
 better known as the “Vampire Facelift”. 
8/26 Water can help you lose weight 
8/27 The Health Department confirmed the eight death from dengue on the  
 island so far this year 
8/27 The iced tea could cause kidney stones 
8/27 Scientists at the University of Cambridge brought together liver cells from 
 the reprogramming of skin cells, which could serve for investigations of  
 diseases of the liver 
8/31 Spend long hours at the computer gradually could affect your health 
9/1 The increasingly high incidence of cancer and other diseases such as 
 Alzheimer’s and dengue, promoting the pursuit of preventive therapies  
 And healing modalities with intravenous antioxidants 
9/2 The results of a study published in the journal Menopause determined 
 that the use of hormonal replacement therapy after menopause interfere 
 with the accuracy of mammografy to detect cancer 
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9/3 Young people who spend long hours at a computer can develop  
 depression 
9/3 The Sub-Secretary of Health reported that at present 18 people have 
 died of dengue virus 
9/6 Vaccines made to measure against melanoma cancer could be a reality 
 if they continue apace researching being conducted 
9/7 Just weeks before  start the new program that replaces government  
 health reform are beginning to feel the difficulties for patients and labs 
9/9 The Puerto Rican Society of Cardiology will be held on September 26 
 the World Heart Day 
9/9 The Secretary of Health and the Executive Director of the Health Insu- 
 rance Administration, today held the first event of guidance on the new 
 plan My Health 
9/10 Setting a new record of deaths due to dengue confirmed two new cases 
 bring to 20 the number of fatalities 
9/13 The PPD President joined the people who oppose My Health Program of 
 the Government of PR, because the replacement of the medical referral  
 system for a preferred provider network would affect the entire health  
 system 
9/14 For the second consecutive day, the agency evaluators of middle states 
 met with students from UPR 
9/15 The Solicitor of Elderly celebrates his victory in court agains the govern- 
 ment for the suspension of layoffs 
9/16 The American Cancer Society paints pink PR with the event “March for 
 a Cause: Breast Cancer”, which will be held during the month of October 
9/16 A product is defined as aromatherapy and produces effects similar to 
 marijuana is gaining momentum in PR so that medical authorities are 
 warning voice 
9/17 The dengue epidemic continues to claim lives as, added 22 death so 
 far this year  
9/17 More States of the USA and European countries are banning the sale of 
 K-2, spice or the called false marijuana 
9/17 In the last few months have seen an increase in the abuse of prescription 
 drugs, according to the DEA is launching a campaign to prevent the  
 homes can become potential sources of illicit products 
9/21 Recognized radiologist that provides services of sonography with a  
 portable machine at home to patients to merit 
9/24 Firefighters aimed citizens of Barrio Obrero at a time when the Health 
 Department announces the death number 23 due to dengue 
9/27 The Legislature re-evaluates insurers for alleged bribery scheme that 
 allegedly insures pay doctors $25 to $50 thousand dollars to prescribe 
 generic drugs, irrespective whether they are effective for the patient 
9/29 Recent studies show that good oral hygiene is vital against heart disease 
9/30 Recommendations for dealing with an emergency delivery outside the 
 hospital 
9/30 Tomorrow will come into force the new government Health Plan 
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ENVIRONMENT/SCIENCE 
 
DATE        DESCRIPTION 
 
 
7/5 A sulfuric acid plant damaged in operation for over 30 years, has moun- 
 tains of sulfur accumulated dirt and junk anlong the sea 
7/6 The Department of Natural Resources is considering following the  
 example of Florida imposing by law to boat owners responsibility to  
 remove them promptly when they run aground 
7/6 The Secretary of the DNR does not believe that the governor has dis- 
 avowed by ordering postponed for one month, the increase in parking  
 fees at three resorts in the Company of National Parks 
7/7 As part of the Campaign D’Parques, Telemundo and Doral have the goal 
 of planting 2011 trees in April 2011 
7/8 Held ocular hearing in Jardines de Carolina where residents oppose the 
 construction of an apartment building on land adjacent to their residences 
 and recreational area 
7/12 Only hours to be considered in the House of Representatives to amend  
 the 2566 Draft Law Protecting Karts Zone, intensifies lobbying against the 
 measure 
7/13 The poisoning of trees at the entrance of Cayey, has led to the rejection 
 of the residents 
7/19 Following reportes of the Committee for Health and Environment of Talla- 
 boa Encarnación, Natural Resources and JCA repeatedly inspected the  
 facility and gave them a restoration order and JCA work in their legal  
 division one action that might be similar  
7/20 National Parks employees are warning citizens that are public corporation 
 that oversees spas, resorts and parks are systematically cutting the  
 budget, which could be the prelude to privatization and increased cost of 
 service 
7/20 Ten inches of rain in the last 24 hours left roads unusable, landslindes and 
 floods in Fajardo  
7/23 The community of Barrio Boca in Barceloneta remains alert to the possibi- 
 lity that the Mayor Sol Luis Fontánez order more demolitions 
7/23 Neighbors of the Sector Cerca del Cielo in Ponce fear for their lives,  
 especially on rainy days because of the danger of being under rocks, trees 
 and mud 
7/26 During the day the municipality of Barceloneta was measuing properties in 
 the Boca neighborhoold in an effort to leave the coastal area to make way 
 for residencial tourism development 
7/27 Using a bulldozer preparing the ground today to remove a huge rock that 
 fell from a mountain in the kitchen of a family of the Community Las  
 Cuevas in Lajas 
7/28 Today was removed the huge rock that fell in the kitchen of the house  
 from a nearby hill to the house last Sunday 
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7/28 Today there was a protest rally in Barceloneta by the demolitions and  
 forced expropiation without due process of law in the Boca neighborhood 
7/29 For the first time in PR, Yogalatina and the College of Agricultural come 
 together to give children the opportunity to creatively integrate yoga with 
 the land 
7/30 The Mayor of Barceloneta, was authorized by the City Counsil to expro- 
 priate the residents of Sector La Boca 
7/30 Neighbors of Sector Boca in Barceloneta expressed outraged at the city 
 ordinance gives green light to the mayor to expropiate 
8/2 It was formed this evening in the Atlantic Ocean the fourth tropical depres- 
 sion of the season 
8/3 Colin Storm has begun to disorganize while proceeding through the Carib- 
 bean 
8/3 About 200 families in Vega Baja suffer from a clogged pipe, which holds 
 several sewage-covered roads 
8/4 The Municipality of Barceloneta does not has ARPE permits to demolish 
 structures in the neighborhood of La Boca as said in a hearing of the  
 Senate 
8/10 Opponents of the pipe received the Governor in Yauco with a protest 
 against the new version of the controversial project 
8/12 A community of Yabucoa prevent it has been propposed to construct a 
 telecommunications antenna near their homes 
8/17 Community organization “Casa Pueblo”, surrounded by community orga- 
 nizations and environmentalists from different parts of the Island, said 
 they would not allow the pipeline to pass through Adjuntas.   
8/23 Heavy rains that fell in the afternoon caused flooding in several areas 
 of Bayamón 
8/23 Technical Environmental Emergency Program of the Environmental  
 Quality Board spoke this afternoon in Dorado del Mar, to the complaint 
 From residents about the death of more than a dozen birds near an 
 Artificial lake 
8/24 More than half of homes in PR do not have sewerage and rely on septic 
 systems or illegal discharges to dispose their waste water  
8/25 Behind the Hurricane Danielle was developed a new disturbance that  
 became Storm Earl, the fifth this season 
8/27 Tropical Storm Earl increased its speed of translation, but maintain a  
 constant movement toward the west that could locate it closer to PR 
8/30 The country is alert to the movements of Hurricane Earl and passing  
 through the area of PR 
8/30 Since yesterday authorities alerted the peple of the east, as these could 
 be most affected by proximity of Earl 
8/30 Hurricane Center continues away from our island, but the bands of rain 
 continue to affect all PR 
8/30 More than the gusts of wind damage, the chief executive concerned about 
 the large amount of rain that the island would receive during the night and 
 early morning 
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8/31 Earl is out of PR and now we focus on the Fiona Storm 
8/31 The island municipalities of Vieques and Culebra started today to return to 
 normal, after restoring basic services of water and electricity 
9/2 Employees of the Municipality of Toa Baja with the Mayor, began a  
 cleanup plan and disposal of debris to rescue the Balneario Punta Salinas  
 after Hurricane Earl 
9/3 It has been five days of bad weahter associated with Hurricane Earl, but  
 there are still 7,400 subscribers without electric service 
9/6 Although there have been no changes in the remnants of the storm 
 Gaston, is expected to pass near PR deteriorating weahter conditions 
9/7 The National Weather Service informed that the ninth tropical storm of the 
 season has been formed 
9/9 Tonight moved to Bayamón for emergency management personnel, fire- 
 fighters and public works for cleaning up after a truck spilled diesel in the  
 area 
9/13 The country is vigilant about the possible passage of the island by 
 Hurricane Igor 
9/14 Broad front members protested against the project in the South Central 
 Coast in Guayanilla, indicating that the pipeline is a threat to the healht, 
 Safety and natural resources.  
9/14 Community Organization Casa Pueblo of Admuntas dennounced as  
 biased in favor of the pipeline proyect the Environmental Impact  
 Statement Required 
9/15 Culebra residents paralyzed the business of the island to demand action 
 from the government for the transportation crisis spanning several months 
9/16 Cameral Commission perform an eye view to investigate complaints from  
 customers for the slae of Centennial to AT&T, who claim they are not  
 honoring their contracts 
9/21 The controversial Greenway project which aims to transport natural gas 
 from norht to south of the country through a pipeline continues to face  
 attacks from opponents 
9/21 Popular spokesmen in the House and Senate announced separate actions 
 against the norther pipeline 
9/21 It is imperative to protect the water channel and waters of the Río Piedras  
 because in its way from Caimito to the Bay of San Juan has the potential  
 to affect thousands of residents of San  Juan 
9/23 Cánovanas neighbors reported that the City has violated the cutting and 
 pruning trees Law of PR 
9/28 The Department of Transportation and Public Works collects an average 
 of 21 cubic yards of solid waste on roads throughout the country  
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CONSUMER INTEREST/ECONOMY 
 
 
DATE        DESCRIPTION 
 
7/5 Governor Luis Fortuño directed the Secretary of DRNA to immediately 
 rescind the rate increase for private cars of families in the PR beaches 
7/6 Tips for travelers to expedite the process for sending a child alone to the 
 US and avoid long lines to reach the plane 
7/8 The Department of Family back to a family of Toa Baja a 4-year-old  
 removed from home a month ago 
7/8 Parking fee increase in the San Juan Central Park 
7/8 Relying on maintenance costs, the mayor of San Juan justified the rise  
 in municipal  parking lots 
7/12 Begins the first phase of re-estructuring of the roust of the AMA 
7/16 Starting tomorrow and for three consecutive days consumers can buy 
 items for the back to school without pay IVU 
7/17 From July 18 the Centennial Telecommunications provider will cease to 
 exist by integrating AT&T  officially in PR 
7/22 An apparent misleading ad from a company that sells computers has  
 caused tremendous stir in the Convention Center of PR 
8/2 Spirit airline began charging $45 for hand baggage causing outrage  
 among passengers  
8/2 Dozens of peoplepicketed today in front of the boat terminal on Vieques to 
 protest the abysmal sea transportation service between Vieques and 
 Fajardo 
8/16 The Supreme Court ruled that the Scratch game, sponsored by the Boys 
 & Girls Club organization of PR, is an unatuhorized lottery 
8/19 The charge for the called express seats which entered into force for  
 American Airlines also applies to Puerto Rico 
8/20 Many taxpayers have complained that the fedral stimulus check came to 
 the less, even when they have no debt to the Treasury Department.  
8/23 Strangers climbed Government Office carrying equipment costing  
 thousands of dollars. 
8/24 If approved a bill in the House of Representatives, capital gains from the  
 sale of a property will not be taxed to the government until $100,000 
8/26 The Secretary of DACO indicated that the boxes sold for saving energy 
 are a sham and that do not work in homes 
8/27 Department of Consumer Affairs alerted on a method of fraud in the sale  
 of security doors and windows 
8/27 The President of Toyota’s PR said that in September will begin to notice 
 letters to the owners of Corolla and Matrix models on the call for review of 
 their vehicles 
8/30 According to the Director of Tourism, there have been few cancellations in 
 hotels by Hurricane Earl 
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8/30 DACO inspectors visited several stores in the Northeast to check for  
 possible violations of the price freeze order issued following the  
 emergency 
8/30 The DACO issued summonses against three gas stations in the North of 
 the country who have raised prices in violation of the price freeze order  
 issued in anticipation of the passing of Earl 
8/30 Deteriorating weahter conditioins have altered activity in the airports and 
 wharves and hotles have activated contingency plans to ensure the  
 welfare of visitors 
8/30 With the emergency of the Ports Ahtority reported changes in the itinerary 
 of flighst on some airlines, particularly those serving the Caribbean 
8/31 The Power Authority reported that 186 thousand subscribers are without 
 power, but the UTIER ensures that there are over 200 thousand 
8/31 The Director of the PREPA hoped to restore the service this evening for 
 much subscribers who remains in darkness, but the full system recovery is 
 still uncertain 
9/3 Remains the regulations of the Treasury to enter into force the Law on 
 Incentives for the purchase of housing 
9/14 Telemundo is celebrating the launch of its new channel “Punto Dos” 
9/16 Works on the facilities of the AAA in Carolina and Trujillo Alto resumed 
 this afternoon, after several days of protest by unionized emploees 
9/20 Local and federal authorities investigating alleged corruption in the  
 Driver Service Centers 
9/20 The symphony orchestra performs a peculiar demonstration calling for the 
 signing of their collective agreement 
9/22 This evening holds a court hearing in the case of payment is excess of 
 the tags on luxury cars 
9/23 Installed in the SJ airport x-ray machines to detect hidden objects to help 
 with security by detecting weapons and explosives in the points tally  
9/24 American Airlines announced today the dismissal of employees and the 
 reduction of flights in PR 
9/24 PR Police conducted an operation aimed to stop copper thieves on the 
 Island 
9/28 DACO investigates a new form of identity theft recently held in job 
 affairs in the country  
9/30 DACO conducted an inspection at several gas stations in the metropoli- 
 tan area, to verify that the advertised octane at the pump is compatible 
 with the liquid that is sold to the consumer 
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RELIGION AN SOCIAL ISSUES 

 
DATE        DESCRIPTION 
 
  
7/7 For the second time a court ordered the Department of Family to return  
 custody of a child under four years with his adoptive parents who has  
 spent half his life 
7/8 Despite the advertising campaing on adoption of the Department of 
 Families, misinformation prevails over the process 
7/12 Today revealed details of the march called by sector of the civil society 
7/13 Several bridges in the metropolitan area were  used as the setting for a  
 peaceful demonstration to call the people out to protest messages related 
 to situations that have been subject to public discussion and controversy 
7/13 Every day there is a new type of raud which requires that consumers be 
 alert and aware to not fall victim to these schemes 
7/23 The Puerto Rican political prisoner who spent more years in federal prison 
 was released today 
7/29 Attorney Cándida Sellés filed three complaints against a man who alleged- 
 ly used three minors to borrow money at a stoplight in Caguas 
7/29 Long lines are a major complaint in the population register to obtain birth 
 certificates 
8/5 Staff of the Department of Natural Resources and the Municipality of  
 Carolina reached some occupied land to remove an illegal breeding 
 of fighting cocks 
8/5 An intervention of the police in the Center of Methadona located next to 
 the Pysichiatric Hospital in Río Piedras ended in a riot when allegations  
 concerned patients to prevent the arrest of several of its partners 
8/6 Following a court decision allowing to euthanized the Pitbull Zafira,  
 dozens of owners of dogs of this breed back to reclaim the repeal of the 
 law that declares them illegal  on the Island 
8/10 Neighbors of a special community in Guaynabo try to stop the  
 Municipality to stop depositing debris in a field outside their homes 
8/27 If found guilty a man accused of killling his neighbor’s dog with a pellet 
 rifle, could be sentenced up to 15 years in prison 
9/1 Telemundo is part of a sectoral dialogue with private and community 
 organizations where it hopes to work with social, educational and criminal  
 themes 
9/6 First part of the Series Seeds of Crime, which explains why our young 
 people decide to choose the path of evil or engage in criminal conduct 
9/6 Revive the controversy of Resolution 99 (now Resolution107) that aims to 
 raise constitutional conventional marriage 
9/7 In the Second Part of the Series Seeds of Crime where to direct our efforts 
 to prevent and rescue the young offenders 
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9/8 In the third part of Seeds of Crime Series, discussed the lack of  
 alternatives for poor people in PR that is evident every day 
9/9 In the fourth part of Seeds of Crime Series, we discuss what aid offered by 
 the Government of PR for people to escape from violence and where   
 parents can attend youth who are about to become criminals 
9/10 Final chapter of the Seed of Crime Series which discusses who is respon- 
 sible for the eduaction of children 
9/10 The Community Program D’Parques from Doral, Department of Natural 
 Resources and Telemundo reforested the recreation area of Barrazas 
 Community in Carolina 
9/20 The Coalition No to 107, which is opposed to raising heterosexual  
 marriage to a Constitutional Level, requested the CEE to investigate  
 whether the United Evangelical Action organization donated funds to  
 politicias who peddle their ideas 
9/28 Interview with the Rev. Jorge Rashkee to react to allegations that the 
 United Evangelical Action Institution donated funds to politicians who 
 Push their beliefs 
 
II. OTHERS: 
 
A.  TELEMUNDO’S GALLERY 
 
 The station’s lobby is the site of Telemundo’s Gallery, open to the general public 
and school tours from 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
 
 
B.  SPECIAL PROGRAMS AND EVENTS 
 
 

 
 

 

C.  PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS  
 
PSA# TITLE   LENGTH JUL AUG SEP TOTAL 
 
1030 Pelotero   :30ss  55   61 
1033 Hangover   :30ss  57   66 
1035 D’parques  :15ss   55   46 
1037 Mariposas  :30ss  58   74 
 
   TOTAL   225 247 


